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I touch the day
I taste the light
I remember
– W. S. Merwin

Darkness Contends
with Light

We Are All Fallen
– Comment by Newt Gingrich, 2012 Republican presidential nominee.

There was childhood: wispy residence of dreams,
of imagination, of possibility. A time before standing,
before falling, before exile.
I fell, as we all fall. How many times have I fallen?
I fell without wings, sometimes knowing I was falling,
sometimes unaware.
I fell, tensing my heart for impact, for injuries.
I fell onto thorns and stones, into a poverty of grace,
into harsh and righteous judgement.
I fell and rose again, but never to the same height.
I rose again carrying wistfulness and regret,
carrying an endless weight like Sisyphus with his boulder.
I rose again because this is a life: imperfect, fallen.
I watched others fall, suspending judgement.
Falling and falling, watching others fall
I preach no sermons except compassion.
I know I will fall again, though not how far, how often:
I will fall and rise, fall again until I can fall no more.
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A Line in the Sand

1.
What did I know of consequences?
The game delighted, so I played
like a child, heedless, unaware
of the migration of senses.
First, my eyes, translating the world,
drifted into yours, layering sight,
mirror–mazing perception. Was it my face
then, or yours, that I looked upon?
Then, my skin stretched — the whorls
on my fingers like galaxies, the lines
on my palms like rivers across sand
dunes — and my body grew beyond
itself, beyond yours. With our left
hand I reached up to drape a fine
cirrus sky shawl across my shoulders.
With our right, I stroked the wind.
Our Siamese legs straddled distances.
I breathed your breath, you thought
my thoughts, both of us configured
into the folds of one space. Who was
I then? What were my thoughts?
Where did I stop and you begin?
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2.
Yes, once there were no boundaries,
and we were both lost, adrift on land
extending in every direction as far
as shimmering hallucinations could
rise — the directions merging,
indistinguishable; the space around
us vast and thirsty; our words
emptying into it like the last drops
from a canteen, rivulets drying out
as they were spoken. Reckless,
I promised water, you promised
shelter when there was none —
and we cupped trust in our hands
and made-believe. Without boundaries,
we shrivelled in the heat;
the earth’s crust scorched our feet,
the unremitting sun burnt our skin.
I wilted in a haze of silent recrimination:
shamed, overcome by so much space.
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3.
I/you/we do not occupy this space
alone. Place an ear against the stars
or on the ground, let your skin tingle
as if a storm approaches, pay heed
to the movement of ants. Resonances
multiply: a tension in the air, a low
hum, a faint vibration. Who built
this cairn of rocks? What spirit watches
over this place? What does this hill,
that tree, these boulders signify?
What other markers are strewn about
this land that you and I cannot see?
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4.
Out of grief I drew a line in the sand,
raised a fence, tried to explain
that you would find me always
behind it, that you could come
and visit me here as often as you
want, on the understanding that
after each visit you would leave again —
so that I could grow back into myself,
my small body, my hands; so that
I could touch your cheek and know
that it was yours; so that I could be
outside the tears in your eyes.
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Monologue to a Friend
A conversation begins with a lie.
– Adrienne Rich

1.
The way is not clear, the way is not sure,
the way is a stumbling, the way is a mist,
the way is a guess, the way is a risk,
the way has no signposts, the way is not clear,
the way has no maps, the way is unknown,
the way is a mystery, the way leads away,
leads on and elsewhere, leads towards and beyond,
the way absorbs you, the way is not clear.
No one can tell you the turnings to take, the ones to pass by,
no one can say where the way will lead,
no one can accompany you for more than a while,
no one can go with you where you must go.
The way has no signposts, the way is a question,
the way is not clear, it is the flame you burn in.
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2.
The rebuke always stings.
The unmerited rebuke that brooks
no answer flails the heart.
How do I answer what seeks no answer?
Here is the answer of my hands,
soft in their reminiscence though scraped
and torn, though bloodied sore.
These hands have been pawing at earth,
clawing, prising out little offerings,
little nuggets to raise to the light,
to bring to you. These hands
are their own offerings, open,
an invitation to speak, to listen.
These hands are outstretched.
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3.
I stand accused, your grievance
abstract and unclear.
What if I say this: everything
is an attempt at honesty,
a scratching scrabbling
at the masks to discern the face,
a painstaking exhumation
of motive, of meaning,
to find, amongst it all,
the brittle bones of truth?
What sad foolishness
to keep speaking, explicating,
unearthing, when you cannot bear
to hear, do not wish to listen.
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4.
It was an old theme even for me:
Language cannot do everything —
but what else can I bring to you?
I try and fail and try again
with the rich poverty of language:
this is all I know.
I have no wish for weapons
or the tyranny of silence.
If my voice is to be drowned,
it will be drowned speaking still,
whether you have turned away or not,
whether the words falter and flail
against the walls of their cage.
If need be, I will speak long into
your silence, the anger you scald me with.
If you no longer hear me,
hear an echo, a ghost, a whisper,
hear a shadow, hear a memory.
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This Shall Not Be Taken

All this talk of beginnings —
as if we could unwind ourselves
				
from our own history,
from the cultural baggage
that is the frame, the walls, the house,
as if it is destination that matters
and not journey.
Beginnings go back
to where we cannot go:
the road ahead opens
as the road behind closes
and what has been left there
and what is known.
What we drag with us
in our nakedness
leaving furrows in the path:
the weight of our dispossession,
the dead gods of our childhood,
thicknesses of scar tissue.
We promise each other nothing,
know that even if we stop
arrival is illusion.
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Wherever we are,
we have dust on our feet,
we huddle like timid sheep,
we look for shelter in each other’s eyes:
the only place we can find it.
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